
INDOOR ARCHERY RANGE

INDOOR STARTER RANGE
Our indoor starter range is 6 lanes wide and 10 yards long. It’s perfect for testing or tuning
your bow. We also offer youth archery classes in our indoor starter range.

ADVANCED RANGE
Our advanced range is perfect for more experienced archers looking to hone their skills. At 16
lanes wide and 40 yards long, the advanced range offers movable targets that can be placed
between 5 and 40 yards. It also features televisions and comfortable seating so you can
relax. During the winter, our indoor 3D league is hosted on the advanced range (offering
hunters and target shooters alike to better their skills, and shoot at foam animal targets).
Cost to shoot the 3d indoor league is $80 dollars for early sign up or $10 dollars per round
for the public! 
Cost to shoot on our starter and advanced ranges is $9 per day or $150 for a 1 year range
pass. Receive a 1 year range pass for free with the purchase of a new bow.
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YOUTH ON THE RANGE
Kids always shoot free in our Indoor Archery Ranges. Kids bow rentals are available for
$20.00

https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/archery/indoor-range/
https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/archery/archery-leagues/
https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/firearms/memberships/
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https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/outdoors/licenses/


Coyote Creek is the
shop for all shooting,
hunting, and outdoor
enthusiasts. Whether
you’re just learning or
an experienced
marksman.
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HOURS
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Friday: 8
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﴾Range
Opens at 10
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https://www.instagram.com/coyotecreekoutdoors/
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https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/LEOSAInstructionsandApplic.pdf
https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Application-for-Employment.pdf
https://www.coyotecreekoutdoors.com/firearm-classes/
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